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This is the initial overview edition of the agenda for MRI 
Ascend London 2020. Updated versions will be released as 
the date of the conference draws closer, but we can 
confirm there will be more than 60 sessions on offer over 
the course of the two days covering product updates, 
industry insight, Partner demonstrations and company 
updates. There will also be time scheduled to explore the 
MRI Ecosystem and chance to network with delegates, as 
well as lunch, a number of breaks for refreshments and 
evening entertainment on Wednesday. 

AGENDA OVERVIEW

Conference welcome: Updates from MRI Software’s 
executive leadership team on global and regional 
developments at the company, and how these have 
been introduced to better serve and support our 
clients. Learn more about the evolution of our 
innovative open platform and how our comprehensive 
technology suite is helping organisations navigate 
trends and challenges in the industry.

Keynote address: Fascinating insight and valuable business 
lessons in an engaging and informative address delivered 
by our guest keynote speaker. Previous presenters at our 
London client conference include renowned broadcaster 
and journalist John Sergeant and Olympic gold 
medal-winning hockey stars Kate and Helen 
Richardson-Walsh.  
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Industry insight: Expert analysis on key 
themes and trends in real estate. Hear 
from senior figures at MRI Software, 
client representatives and industry 
thought-leaders on a number of 
subjects including: 

Build-to-Rent
What the staggering growth in this 
sector means for the wider UK 
residential market.

Commercial property management
Exploring the challenges faced by the 
owners and managers of commercial 
premises.

Estate and letting agencies
What agencies are doing to both survive 
and thrive in today’s complex 
environment.

Facilities and workplace management
How organisations are extracting 
maximum value and efficiency from 
their property portfolios.

Lease management and accounting
How technology is driving collaboration in 
the processing and accounting of property 
and equipment leases.

Propetch
Investigating the latest and greatest 
technology innovations benefitting the 
real estate industry.

Real estate investment
How investors can minimise risk and 
maximise returns in an increasingly 
volatile environment.

Residential property management
How residential managers are adapting to 
changes in the UK rental and leasehold 
sectors.

Retail
How technology can drive collaboration 
between owners and tenants in the 
sector.

Partner sessions: A range of presentations and demonstrations hosted by members of 
the Partner Connect network, offering delegates the chance to discover the benefits of 
complementary solutions and services available in our wider technology ecosystem.

Product overviews and workshops: 
The latest developments, functionality 
enhancements and new features 
within our solution suite. Explore the 
full capabilities of the products you 
utilise before taking a deeper dive into 
specific focus areas, including best 
practice, hints and tips, advanced use 
and user navigation. Full programmes 
are to be confirmed, but will cover the 
following products:
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MRI Agency Solutions
MRI Agency Central, 
MRI RADAR/APR,
MRI Sales & Lettings
MRI Commercial Management 
MRI Horizon
MRI Horizon CRE
MRI Investment Suite
MRI Planet
MRI Qube Property Management 
MRI Residential Management


